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[Böblingen, October 9, 2012] – Compart to show innovative solutions
for centralized multi-channel output management at DMS EXPO 2012
Output management (OM), the central hub in enterprise communications
– with this promise Compart will be presenting technological innovations
for universal document processing at the DMS EXPO (Hall 5, Stand B 71)
from 23–25 October 2012 in Stuttgart, Germany. The provider of scalable,
platform-independent multi-channel document management solutions covers the full gamut of document processing and output management, including archiving. Compart's aim is to enable companies to increasingly
centralize their output management processes and to open up all physical
and digital communication channels, while at the same time accommodating existing OM structures and using state-of-the-art technologies to index
existing documents. This unleashes major savings potential, e.g., through
postage-optimized bundling of mailings or the extraction of metadata for
further processing.
Also key here is the ability to embed office documents into central mass
production. Today, many companies are still sending these out
decentrally, which is a waste of valuable resources. With DocBridge
FileCab, Compart delivers powerful software for the verification and transfer of office documents, regardless of the application in which they were
originally generated. Not only does this relieve processors of administrative tasks, but significantly boosts reliability in processing. The correspondence created is immediately checked on-screen against various criteria and rules before being forwarded to company-wide output management.
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Océ at the Compart stand
In Stuttgart, Compart will also demonstrate a new solution for the display
and processing of data streams of any format across all channels. The
software, which comes with a graphical user interface (GUI), was officially
introduced at the Comparting Technology Forum in Böblingen on September 27–28.
Harald Grumser, CEO at Compart: “The more heterogeneous the output
landscape in a company is, the more it needs solutions for central control
of different processing workflows. Document creation and dispatch need
to be separate from one another to create intelligent, i.e. multi-channelcapable, documents. We support companies in this endeavor with our
Compart DocBridge family of products in combination with innovative solutions from our partners.”

Compart at the DMS EXPO in Stuttgart, 23–25 October 2012, Hall 5,
Stand B 71
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Background information on Compart

Compart is an international provider of multi-channel document management solutions
with subsidiaries in Europe and North America. The company is headquartered in
Böblingen, Germany, in the Stuttgart metropolitan area. The scalable and platformindependent DocBridge family of products, among the most effective software solutions
in the field of output management, enables high-performance processing of data streams
and documents from different sources in large quantities. These data streams and documents can be output over all physical and digital output channels in accordance with
company requirements.
Solutions include those for document optimization and conversion, modification and display, as well as comparison of documents with the same content but in different formats.
The DocBridge series puts companies of every size in a position to communicate with
their customers over the channel of their choice, on time and with excellent quality.
Compart solutions help you gain greater efficiency in your overall operations.
Compart is represented in over 1,000 projects in 42 countries. Its core industries include
finance (banking and insurance companies), utilities, telecommunications,
manufacturing, print providers and healthcare. Compart is considered a driver of innovation in the industry.
www.compart.com
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